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1) Warm-up waltz  
 
2) Walking variations (30 minutes) 

 
a) Easy walking variations 

i) Promenade 
(1)  Take one step per count or beat. 
(2)  Take small steps, all the same length. 
(3)  Best to keep your weight forward and walk on balls of feet. 
(4)  Men start with LF, women RF.  Stay on opposite foot from partner. 

ii) The Eddy  
(1)  Walk a little circle to the left in 6 counts. 
(2)  Man can mark time, or he can cross RF over LF on count 2 and unwind on 3, 4, 5, 6. 

iii) The Splits 
(1)  Separate from your partner to go around an obstacle. 

Music to practice promenade, eddy and splits. 
 

b) Twirls (on count 1) 
i)  Man walks forward and tracks his partner, while woman turns under his left arm. 
ii)  Slow 6-count turn 

(1) Woman makes one half turn on 1, 2, 3 and another on 4, 5, 6. 
(2) She steps back with LF on count 4. 

iii)  Double twirl 
(1) Woman makes one full turn on 1, 2, 3 and another on 4, 5, 6. 
(2) Woman throws her shoulder into the turn on count 4 to get enough rotation. 

iv)  Triple (optional) 
(1) Woman makes half turn on every step, alternately stepping forward RF and back LF. 

v)  Tips for leading twirls 
(1) Lift LH before count 1.  Give a little nudge with RH on count 1 (not a shove). 
(2) Draw a halo around W’s head.  Keep hand in front of her forehead where she can see it. 
(3) The number of turns (0, 1, 2, 3) is suggested by the energy of the lead, but it is 

ultimately the W’s choice. 
Music to practice promenade and twirls. 
 

c) Easy shadow position variations 
i) Getting into shadow via outside twirl on counts 1, 2, 3. 

(1) Change hands over W’s head. 
ii) Getting out of shadow via outside twirl on counts 4, 5, 6. 

(1) Place W’s hand on right shoulder. 
iii) Wheel to left or right 
iv) Passing side-to-side (AKA side slips) 

(1) Both dancers move laterally to change sides. 
Music to practice easy shadow variations 
 

d) More shadow variations 
i) “Around the World” 

(1) Outside twirl with loop of LH on counts 1, 2, 3 
(2) W passes behind M’s back on 4, 5, 6 
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(3) Twirl with loop of RH and lead W across in front on next 1, 2, 3. 
ii) “Horse reins” across and back 

(1) Outside twirl with loop of LH on counts 1, 2, 3 
(2) Lead W across in front  from right to left 
(3) Twirl on left with loop of LH then loop of RH 
(4) Lead W across in front from left to right 
(5) Twirl on right with loop of RH. 

iii) The timing of these moves is not critical.  Let W take her time. 
Music for practicing shadow position variations with original partner 
 
3) Rotary waltz variations (30 minutes) 

 
a) Rotary waltz basics 

i) Maintaining good frame 
(1) Face partner squarely.  Feet are offset. 
(2) Position M’s RH behind W’s back for best balance. 
(3) . M keep right elbow lifted.  W do not clamp down with left arm. 

ii) “Fail safe” waltzing  
(1) Balance to M’s left and right.  Turn it gradually. 
(2) This is good when you need a short break from turning, to correct your orientation, etc. 

iii) Five hints for perfect waltzing 
(1) M places himself in front of W, back to LOD, on count 1 and steps LF back.  Woman 

faces him and steps RF forward between his feet.   On count 4, the roles are reversed. 
Exercise: W faces LOD.  M walks around in front of her. Take CP and M steps back. 

(2) On count 2 for M (5 for W), step RF behind LF. On count 3 (resp. 6), step LF in place 
(3) On count 4 for M (1 for W) help your partner by maintaining good frame and looking to 

the right with your whole upper body.   
Exercise: W holds onto M by his shoulders.  He swings her around him by turning in 
place.  Reverse roles. 

(4) Give weight. I.e. step back on count 1 (4 for W) and draw partner forward with your 
back. Exercise: Waltz without holding LH+RH. 

(5) Turn your back to the outside wall on counts 1, 2.  With an imaginary camera on your 
back, take a picture of the outside wall. 

Music for practicing perfect waltzing (no variations) 
 

b) Twirls on count 1 (as above in promenade) 
i) Lead just before count 1.  Let W see forward.  
ii) Track your partner.  M must get ahead of W so he can step in front of her on next count 1. 
iii) M suggests the move; W executes it.  W decides how many turns to make (3, 2, 1, or 0). 

Music for practicing rotary waltz and twirls 
 

c) Turning with crossed hands (RH over LH) 
i) Enter via outside twirl (as for shadow position). 
ii) Keep elbows bent and hands close to chest.  Make sure you have space on the floor. 
iii) Exit via “sun burst”: Raise and let go both hands. Take close position.  Best done when W is 

backing. 
 
Last waltz with original partner 


